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Overview
Context: Europeana and our concern with interoperability
Understanding Interoperability
Interoperability to Support Linguistic Diversity
Interoperability and Diversity of User Communities
Dealing with Conflicting Principles of Functional Modeling 
Conclusion: re interoperability vs. diversity
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Europeana Context
EC i2010 agenda with 'Digital Libraries' as one of 3 'flagship 
initiatives': setting up the European Digital Library (now 
'Europeana') as a common multilingual access point to Europe’s 
distributed digital cultural heritage including all types of cultural 
heritage institutions
2008: >= 2 million digital objects; multilingual; searchable and 
usable; work towards including archives.
2010: >= 6 million digital objects; including also museums and 
private initiatives.
“I am not suggesting that the Commission creates a single library. 
I envisage a network of many digital libraries – in different 
institutions, across Europe.” V. Reding (29 September 2005)
This last statement makes Interoperability a key issue for 
Europeana
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Why Interoperability?
Europeana will be federating objects from distributed sources
Europeana will be federating objects from heterogeneous 
sources with different community background – e. g. libraries 
vs. museums vs. archives ... but also scholars vs. policy makers vs. 
meta users ...
Europeana will be part of a bigger framework of interacting 
global information networks including e. g. 'Digital libraries', 
scientific repositories and commercial providers
Europeana will have to be built with minimal development 
efforts and thus rely as much as possible on web and internet 
standards and existing building blocks
And this is why interoperability figures so prominently place in the 
name of the “technical” WP of EDLnet: Interoperability is the 
heart of the technical vision of Europeana!
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What is Interoperability, anyway?
“Interoperability is the capability to communicate, execute 
programs, or transfer data among various functional units in a 
manner that requires minimal knowledge of the unique 
characteristics of those units.”
To identify more precisely the various dimensions of interoperability we 
started from a multidimensional matrix composed of 6 vectors:
Interoperating Entities
Interoperability
Technologies
Functional
Primitives
User
Perspective
Information Objects
Multilinguality
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Interoperability Dimensions (1)
Objects of Inter-Operation*
entire digital information objects (analogue vs. born digital) vs. 
representations (metadata sets) vs. surrogates vs. functions 
carrying data 
Functional Perspective of Interoperation*
Exchange vs. propagation of digital content (OA/Non OA) 
Aggregation of objects into a common content layer (push vs. 
harvesting / pull) 
Portal based interaction with multiple Digital Libraries 
Linguistic Interoperability*
Multilingual / localised interfaces, 
Multilingual Object Space (dynamic query translation, dynamic 
translation of metadata or dynamic localisation of digital content)
*= taken up later again
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Interoperability Dimensions (2)
Interoperating Actors
Cultural Heritage Institutions (libraries, museums, archives) 
vs. Digital Libraries vs. Repositories (institutional and other) 
vs. eScience/eLearning platforms or simply 'services'
Design and Use Perspective
Manager vs. administrator vs. consuming end user vs. 
content providing end user vs. content aggregator vs. meta 
user vs. policy maker ...
Interoperability Enabling Technology
Search & retrieval protocols (e. g. Z39.50 / SRU+SRW) 
Harvesting methods based on OAI-PMH
Web service based approaches (SOAP/UDDI)
Methods for exposing functional primitives aas defined in the JCR 
API (JSR 170/283) or in iRODS Microservices
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Interoperability Abstraction Levels
technical/basic 
common tools, interfaces and infrastructure 
providing uniformity for navigation and access
syntactic 
allowing the interchange of metadata and protocol elements
functional / pragmatic
based on a common set of functional primitives 
or on a common set of service definitions
semantic 
allowing to access similar classes of objects and services across multiple 
sites, with multilinguality of content as one specific aspect
Concrete
Abstract
Europeana Focus
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Linguistic Interoperability to Support Diversity
'European' essential: linguistic diversity is vital for Europe!
Four levels of multilinguality:
Interface - elementary and mostly available
Browsing via a common multilingual ontology mapping onto 
versions for each language. Invest in SKOSification!
Search on a monolingual baseline
Monolingual search for multiple languages (L1 => L1)
Invest in tokenizers (essential), stopword lists (essential), stemmers or 
morphological analysers (essential), decompounders (optional), phrase 
recognizers (optional), named entity recognizers (optional)!
Simple cross language search (L1 => Ln) 
Invest in the above plus automated query and document translation!
Full multilingual search (Ln => Ln) 
Holy grail and still in a distant future only!
Hard work and expensive to implement – but objectives are 
clear and not conceptually challenging! 
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Diversity of User Communites
Within Europeana
Libraries
Museums
AV and Multimedia Archives
'Traditional' Archives
Outside Europeana but maybe essential to interface with
Scientific and Scholarly communities
Institutional and domain repositories (DRIVER / OAI ORE)
Publishers
“World Digital Library”
Identifying common functional objectives together with 
interoperable modeling principles for all these is  
conceptually challenging!
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Metadata and Objects
In catalogue based (digital) libraries
Document Objects
XML+
XSLT
PDF
PDF
PDF
Descriptive Metadata Catalogue
●Author
●Title
●Subject
●URL
●Author
●Title
●Subject
●URL
●Author
●Title
●Subject
●URL●Author
●Title
●Subject
●URL
●Author
●Title
●Subject
●URL
●Author
●Title
●Subject
●URL
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Document Objects, Metadata and Semantic Networks
Semantic Network
Economic cooperation
skos:prefLabel
skos:narrowerskos:narrowerskos:narrower
skos:broader
Industrial cooperation
skos:prefLabel
Economic integration
skos:prefLabel
Industrial cooperation
skos:prefLabel
Networked Compound Surrogates
●Author
●Title
●URL
●Author
●Title
●URL
●Creator
●Name
●URL
●File
●Prove
nance
●URL
●Author
●Title
●URL
●File
●Prove
nance
●URL
“A network of inter-operating and aggregated surrogates 
enabling semantics based object discovery and use”
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Surrogate Aggregation
'root' component
Metadata
HasPart:Metadata
Annotation
HasPart:Annotation
Abstraction
HasPart:Abstraction
RelatedTo:Concept
Concept
RelatedTo:Person
Person
RelatedTo:Place
Place
RelatedTo:Time
Time
Digital Object
Link:AccessObject
Link:IsRepresentedBy
Aggregation
Object Centric Model for Surrogate Aggregations
HasPart:Surrogate
RelatedTo:Aggregation
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A similar model for web resource aggregations
Object Reuse and Exchange (ORE)
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Surrogate Aggregation
'root' component
Metadata
HasPart:Metadata
Annotation
HasPart:Annotation
Abstraction
HasPart:Abstraction
RelatedTo:Concept
Concept
RelatedTo:Person
Person
RelatedTo:Place
Place
RelatedTo:Time
Time
Digital Object
Link:AccessObject
Link:IsRepresentedBy
Aggregation
Re: Object Centric Model for Surrogate Aggregations
HasPart:Surrogate
RelatedTo:Aggregation
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Administration
Towards a Context Centric Extension for File Surrogate 
Aggregations
Space
Time
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Conflicting Functional Modeling Principles
“Objects vs. Context” ...
... can translate to “Entities vs. Structures” ...
... and may correspond to “Objects vs. Functions”
Interesting complements in this respect include
CIDOC CRM as a strong context oriented conceptual 
framework
Functional primitives such as those identified in iRODS 
(microservices) or in the JCR API (JSR 170/283)
=> Dedicated WP2 meeting in Berlin in April with Archivists to 
Discuss requirements
Look at practical examples
Determine consequences
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Some Words on Standards
OAI-PMH for harvesting
SRU, SOAP, JSR and OpenSearch for external search and 
access
XML for syntax
SKOS, OWL/RDF(S) for semantics
SPARQL for advanced search (but still discussing alternatives 
such as SQL, CQL and Lucene)
CIDOC/CRM and DCMI Abstract Model for metadata and 
object modelling (with FRBRoo and OAI-ORE being discussed)
SAML, LDAP and OpenID for security and authentication
Lots of others: WSDL, WAI, UNICODE UTF-8, XSLT, NACO, UN-
API “See-also”, HTTP/HTTPS ...
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Conclusion: re interoperability vs. diversity
Europeana will need to accommodate diversity of languages, 
technical approaches and user communities
This is why we dropped the name European Digital Library in 
favour of Europeana
Open standards and open architectures will be the basis in 
Europeana for interoperability on top of diversity
Wherever diversity and interoperability conflict we'll find 
solutions respecting the functional requirements of users 
and content providers
Despite such conflicts, diversity and interoperability should 
definitely not be conceived as fundamentally opposed to 
each other!
Want more? => stefan.gradmann@ibi.hu-berlin.de or Julie 
Verleyen (EDLnet) at Julie.Verleyen@KB.nl
Thank You for your patience and attention! 
